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One jazz class

One classical class

One hip hop class

One theory support class

Length: 1 year

Hours per week: 3.5 hours

CUA10113 DETAILSCUA10113 DETAILSCUA10113 DETAILS

CUAWHS101 Follow safe dance practices

CUADAN101 Develop foundation dance techniques

CUAIND201Develop and apply creative arts industry knowledge

CUADAN102 Develop foundation ballet dance technique

CUADAN103  Develop foundation jazz dance technique

CUADAN10 Develop foundation street dance technique

UNITSUNITSUNITS   

There are seven Learning Modules that contain both

theory and practical tasks. Each Learning Module is

five weeks in length over three terms. The seventh

module is in the fourth term and concentrates on

industry immersion and engagement and developing

performance techniques further.

LEARNING TASKSLEARNING TASKSLEARNING TASKS

WHAT IS COMPETENCY BASED

ASSESSMENT?

Focused on what the learner can do in terms of

industry standards. There are no grades- only

satisfactory or not yet satisfactory. All outcomes

must be achieved  satisfactory to be deemed

competent in the unit and qualifications



Assessments will be valid, (relate directly to the units in the qualification)

Assessments will be reliable, (with consistent outcomes by assessors)

Assessments will be flexible (relate to industry, relate to learners)

Assessments will be sufficient (more than once to prove competency)

Assessments will be authentic (learners own work)

Assessments will be current (learners current abilities)

ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLESASSESSMENT PRINCIPLESASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES

Persons with a Disability: Modifying learning environment or changes to

training to assist a learner with a disabiity without compromising

standard. 

REASONABLE ADJUSTMENTREASONABLE ADJUSTMENTREASONABLE ADJUSTMENT

Performance Evidence

Knowledge Evidence

Performance Criteria

ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS

REASONABLE ALTERATIONREASONABLE ALTERATIONREASONABLE ALTERATION

Persons with an injury or additional need.

Without compromising the standard of the

qualification or unit of competency



ASSESSMENT METHODSASSESSMENT METHODSASSESSMENT METHODS

Knowledge Questions

This task include short answer

questions with an expectation of

depth of a few sentences to a

paragraph demonstrating

knowledge as needed. This may

also include providing an

example

This task includes personal
reflection about your own

development and interaction
with trainers and peers. This may
be for evaluation, reflection, goal

setting and feedback

Reflection Questions

This task includes a more in

depth research into different

aspects. Questions expect

independent research from

reputable sources to ensure the

questions are answered

sufficiently  

This task include different

practical demonstrations for

doing criteria. Examples may

include sequences, progressions,

activities and performances. The

learner is expected to

demonstrate needed standards

This task include short answer

questions with asked and

answered verbally. (Such as a

question and answer scenario).

Candidates will answer

knowledge with an oral response

This task includes observations

made by trainers in organic class

activities. This may include

examples of day to day

classroom exercises and

scenarios. 

Research Questions Practical Observations

Oral Questions Third Party Report



ASSESSMENT SCHEDULEASSESSMENT SCHEDULEASSESSMENT SCHEDULE

LEARNING MODULE 1

Task Booklet 1- Term 1, Week 5

LEARNING MODULE 2

Task Booklet 2- Term 1, Week 10

LEARNING MODULE 3

Task Booklet 3- Term 2, Week 5

LEARNING MODULE 4

Task Booklet 4- Term 2, Week 10

LEARNING MODULE 5

Task Booklet 5- Term 3, Week 5

LEARNING MODULE 6

Task Booklet 6- Term 3, Week 10

LEARNING MODULE 7

Industry Engagement and Performance


